
Fun things to do with your kids!!! 

 

-Build a fort (you can use old sheets, pillows, blankets, chairs, couches, beds) This can be 

for the whole day; they can have a snack in the fort, look at books, play games, take a 

nap☺, draw etc. Older kids love this too. 

-Go outside and look at the clouds (they can find as many clouds as they can that look like 

things like: a bear, turtle, etc) 

-Take a walk around the neighborhood and count all the cars you see, what colors are they? 

-Have a drawing contest (can include all kids and adults too) 

-make a tower using can goods 

-make bubbles (using water and liquid soap) 3 parts water to 1 part liquid soap you can use 

a pipe cleaner to twisted to blow 

-Shaving cream (on a table or floor spread out shaving cream); let them draw away, they 

can write letters, their names, numbers, label pictures 

-Have them help you bake cookies from scratch and then help load the dishwasher 

-Pull out the board games and let your child make up new rules 

-You tube activity (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_84vPj6399E)   Fun activities to do 

when your child is bored 

-let them change around the furniture in their room or other room for a day or more 

-skype/facetime a friend 

-let them draw outside with chalk (https://www.pbs.org/parents/crafts-and-

experiments/how-to-make-sidewalk-chalk) how to make some if you have the ingredients 

-PBS.ORG parents has tons of activities to try with your kids and there are games your 

kids can play 

-Germ activity (bowl of water with pepper sprinkled in it; then they put their finger in it to 

see what happens; now put soap on their finger and have them do it again) What happened? 

This is why we need to wash our hands, the pepper is the germs☺ 

-Go outside and have sprint races, make an obstacle course in your backyard or another 

area. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_84vPj6399E
https://www.pbs.org/parents/crafts-and-experiments/how-to-make-sidewalk-chalk
https://www.pbs.org/parents/crafts-and-experiments/how-to-make-sidewalk-chalk


-Create a scavenger hunt (have them go to a room and stay there while you place items for 

them to find) 

    Example: draw the things they are to find and tell them where the areas are they are 

allowed to look; Spoon, fork, pair of red socks, water bottle, gummy bears etc 

-Outside picnic with whatever you are eating for lunch that day 

-create a picture using things around the house (macaroni noodles, cereal, string etc) 

-Hide and seek  

-have them make a book and then read it to you (they can make it up, they don’t have to be 

able to write; you can encourage them to write some letters if they are able) 

-have a dance party (you pick a song, they pick a song and so on) 

-Let them fix your hair, put makeup on you ☺ (this is hilarious, please take a picture and 

show us if you are brave enough) 

-Allow them to pick a toy from their room to play with you and create a new game using 

that toy (Dinosaurs- now the dinosaurs are all friends and going to a party, they all talk) 

-have a picture party using snapchat filters (if you have access); who can be the goofiest 

-facetime 2-3 friends at once!!!!! 

-Learn something new (how to sort socks, help with dinner, set the table, fix a snack, make 

a craft 

 

** If you need more ideas I can send much more☺ 

 

 

   

 


